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PREFACE

My initiation into health research took place when I entered Erasmus medical school. I had been attracted by it’s ‘Querido concept’ aiming for a synthesis of scientific insights and medical practice. This resulted in a first publication in neuroscience. As a graduate, I struggled with Tanahasi’s papers on the assessment of health services and on health & development. This book, my doctorate thesis, is a milestone on the same road.

I thank Frans Willekens and Frans Rutten for trust, opportunity, and guidance. As their disciplines are completely interwoven in this thesis, I wish that Dutch universities would facilitate joint doctorates. Frans W, introducing the topic, I proposed to finish in three years. The inspirational sessions with you and your group made me finish in due time i.e. twice as long as planned. Your methodological and international experience contributed essentials. Frans R, without knowing we have been on the same road: you started MTA at Erasmus when I studied health economics at LSE. I thank you also for the chance to expand its horizons. I thank the committee members for reading the manuscript. Amidst studies and projects, I met special people contributing to my rebirth from a young, angry clinician into a thoughtful researcher. Hans Valkenburg at medical school shared the orientation on both developing and developed countries. As an enlightened epidemiologist, he was the first to point out to me the potential of health modelling. Brian Abel-Smith and George Cumper in London showed me how health economics blends with public health. Jan Barendregt and Luc Bonneux at Erasmus are kindred souls. Bert de Vries and Rudolf Hoogenveen at the National Institute made me keep my sense of direction. Ben van Hout at Erasmus had answers to my questioning, leaving room for my own. I thank these ‘maestros’ for sharing their insights, each in a unique way. This research becomes fiction without inputs from the real clinical world. In order of appearance, I thank Peter Koudstaal, Diederik Dippel, Martin Limburg, Cees Franke, Richard Eastman, Ton Casparie, Evert van Ballegooie, Henk Bilo, Bettina Polak, Karel Bakker, and Guy Rutten for contributing to the formulation of clinical questions and models. I thank the master students under my guidance for their contributions: Chiafen Hsu, Nicole van Os, Kyra Edelenbos, Aziza Mwisongo, Rudolf Schrover, Rimma Shaginian and Leontien Laterveer. Rob Dijkstra in Nijmegen and Raymond Hutubessy in Geneva contributed also to chapters.

My neglected friends, I am back again from an interesting trip. My biggest smile is for my deceased parents. They are watching me from somewhere inside of me, proud in their own way. Willem, brother, I am happy you can share this book with me. Silvia, inspiring for decades, I dedicate the Mexico study to you. Hanne, Tijs, and Marre, my dearest, may you always be there like you have been during my writing. Hilde, the last words are for you: “Jungle deep, mountain high!”

Mijn verwaarloosde vrienden, ik ben weer terug van een interessante reis. Mijn grootste glimlach is voor mijn overleden ouders. Van ergens in mij zijn ze me blijven observeren, trots, op hun eigen manier. Willem, broer, ik ben blij dat ik dit boek met je kan delen. Silvia, inspirerend door de jaren heen, ik draag de Mexico studie aan jou op. Hanne, Tijs en Marre, mijn allerliefsten, mogen jullie er altijd zijn, net zoals jullie tijdens het schrijven er altijd geweest zijn. Hilde, de laatste woorden zijn voor jou: “Jungle deep, mountain high!”

Rotterdam, June 2002